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Running Sushi
The glance into the Zen philosophy of a
Manga household
A sequential performance by Liquid Loft
Liquid Loft is looking for the path of the Samurai on
stage, Feng Shui is exercised in cyberspace and
chopstick highjumping carries the performers into the
classical Pas de Deux.
Running Sushi is not narrated in a linear way or
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split up in different scenes. Like in a Running Sushi
restaurant  where the guest chooses bits and pieces
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and order of the 12 scenes. Through this system, the
audience every evening creates a new story board.
Yet, the “Pulp Fiction” effect remains, shaping the
story  independent of the sequence of scenes  in
the mind of the spectator. Thus, Running Sushi is
raising the question of how we perceive performance
and dance nowadays.
The experience and “reality” of communication are
shifting increasingly towards a twodimensional,
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in Japan mainly by Takashi Murakami, not only
describes the comic or Manga as a form of
communication, but also characterizes it as a
conceptually leveling society of the postpost modern
world.
An image has copied and advanced itself here, in
order to return to its own, twodimensional reality.
The performance resembles the image sequence of
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which has become senseless, in order to write a
possible storyboard for a future existence onscreen.
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Quotes
The absurdity of “Running Sushi” manifests itself in the
livereconstructions of manga and MTV, always pretty
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In Running Sushi, a man and a woman, equivalently
brilliantly danced and performed by Stephanie
Cumming und Johnny Schoofs, present catastrophic
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a psychological attitude however, but as a game of
behaviourpatterns generated by the media, which are
consciously deconstructed and glued back together
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The dancers develop grotesque scenes of togetherness
that seem, by ways of outstanding precision and
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It is remarkable how Haring’s pas de deux of a
relationship, equally grotesque and funny, never gets
stuck in precast and stereotypical images and yet
activates all prevalent patterns of relationships and
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In quite a critical way, Running Sushi observes the
deformations, problems and acceleration of daily life
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